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Bento Books, Inc., United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 232 x 167 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the author of Math Girls comes an
exciting new series for learning and reviewing important skills for taking on advanced
mathematics! This first volume, Math Girls Talk About Equations and Graphs, develops topics such
as using variables in equations, polynomials, setting up systems of equations, proportions and
inverse proportions, the relation between equations and their graphs, parabolas, intersections, and
tangent lines. These topics are introduced through conversations between the characters from Math
Girls, offering a fun way to learn this serious content. Each chapter comes with review problems
and answers, and an appendix gives more challenging, open-ended problems for learners wanting
to push the limits of their understanding. This book is most suited to middle- or high-school students
who have learned basic algebra, or older readers who want to brush up on forgotten math skills.
This series came about through requests from readers who enjoyed the excitement of learning
aspects of the Math Girls series, but found themselves unprepared to keep up with the mathematical
content. We hope that the books in this series will...
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I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have possibly go through. It is among the most remarkable book i actually have read through. Your lifestyle
period will likely be transform when you total reading this publication.
-- Dom inique B er g str om-- Dom inique B er g str om
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